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Abstract 

Metonymy is the rhetorical strategy of describing something indirectly by referring to things 

around it. It is a figure of speech in which one word or phrase is substituted for another with which it 

is closely associated. The present research tries to give an account of this concept as its 

definitions,characteristics,origins,and patterns are concerned.It aims at applying metonymy to the 

names of Judgment Day. This is so because of the great varieties used to describe the nature of that 

day by giving different names referring to the same day with different denotations.The research 

consists of a theoretical and practical analysis .The texts are chosen from the Glorious Quran,the 

ayahs contain one name for Judgment Day. The analysis adopted gives an account of that name and 

its uses. 

 اٌخلاصخ
 

تعد انكُاَت إستساتُجُت يجاشَت نىصف الأشُاء بصىزة غُس يباشسة يٍ خلال الإشازة نها.انكُاَت هٍ َىع ينٍ انكنلاو ثُن  

تستبدل كهًت أو عبازة بأخسي نها ازتباط وثُك بها .َحاول انباث  إعطاء شسح يفصم نهكُاَت يٍ ثُ  انتعسَف,انخصائص,ولىاعد 

إنً تطبُك يفهىو انكُاَنت إننً أسنًاء َنىو انمُاينت انًتعندبة  بسنبع انتُىعناث انكسُنسة انًسنتخديت نىصنف واصم انكهًت .َهدف انبح  

طبُعننت انُنننىو يننٍ خنننلال إعطنناء أسنننًاء يختهفننت ت نننُس إنننً َفننن  انُننىو بحشنننازاث يختهفننت .   َتكنننىٌ انبحنن  ينننٍ تحهُننم َ نننسٌ و 

ىص انخاصت بانتحهُم عهً اسى واثد نُىو انمُايت .َتبَُنًَ انتحهُنم عًهٍ ,واخُتُسث انُصىص انًحههت يٍ انمساٌ انكسَى .تحتىٌ انُص

 إعطاء شسح يفصم نلاسى واستخداياته.

1- Introduction  

Language can be literal and non – literal  according to its functions in a text .Non –literal 

language is used to convey what the speaker means or what the speaker 's message is. These forms 

of communication are non – standardized  . However, other forms are standardized for a particular 

non – literal interpretation .   In general  , standardized forms are often on their way to getting new 

meanings ,  but they have not yet lost all vestiges of their origins and still require some rudimentary 

reasoning to figure out ( Gibbs,  1994: 159 ) .   In the case of non – literal communication ,  the 

hearer must figure out what the speaker is trying to communicate ,  given that the speaker is 

speaking non- literally. For instance, if the speaker were being sincere and truthful ,  and generally 

had beliefs similar to ours ,  then the speaker could not literally mean .  However  , contextual 

inappropriateness can lead to take the speaker nonliterally ( Akmajian et al., 2000: 379 ). In concern ,  

metonymy is somewhat different from the kinds of non- literal language one has seen up to this 

paper .   

    2-Terminology of Metonymy   

The words 'metonymy' and 'metonym' come from the Greek metonymia 'a change of name' 

from ' after beyond ' and a suffix used to name figures of speech from  onyma or onome "name" 

( wikipedia free encyclopedia ).  By the same token, Yamanashi ( 1987 : 86 ) admits that metonymy 
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is a word derived from meta 'among ,  between ,  after' + onym a 'name'  Meta goes back to the  proto 

- Indo – European root medhi " middle " which came down to English as mid ,  the diminutive of 

which was middle centuries ago . In Latin .  it is used as 'medius' i.,e, middle' ,  a part of many 

English borrowed words such as median medieval Medi terranean ( = middle of the earth ) the 

Russian version of this mezhdu " between among "  

     3-  Definition of Metonymy 

Metonymy occurs in language when an object associated with or part of another object is 

used as a stand in for the whole object .  For instance ,  I might say ' I think the crown should be 

expected to behave better' to indicate that I do not a approve of something the king has done .  The 

word  'crown'   is the metonymy for the king because it is associated with the latter ( Hurford et al.,  

1983 : 30 ). In metonymy ,  the literal term for one thing is applied to another with which it has 

become closely associated because of a relation in common experience .  Thus ,    the crown  or   the 

scepter  can be used to stand for a king and  Hollywood  for the film industry , " Milton " can signify 

the writings of Milton as in 

1- I have read all of Milton   

 and the typical attire can signify the male and female sexes : " doublet and hose ought to show itself 

courageous to petticoat " ( Abrams , 2005 : 103 ) .By the same criteria , metonymy is a figure of 

speech used in rhetoric in which a thing or a concept is not called by its own name , but by the name 

of something intimately associated with that thing or concept . For instance , " Washington " as the 

capital of the united states , can be used as a metonym for the United States Government .  

 Metonymy was first described in cognitive terms by Lakoff and Johnson ( 1980: 39 ) as a 

process which allows us to conceptualize one thing by means of its relation to something else . 

However , this definition is not sufficient to understand the nature of this phenomenon and its 

relation to metaphor . In a more refined account , Lakoff and Turner ( 1989 : 142 ) describe 

metonymy as a conceptual mapping within a single domain which involves a stand for relationship 

and mainly a referential function . However , it may be observed that Lakoff and Turner' s ( 1989 ) 

definition of metonymy  does not provide truly definitional features but only some usual 

characteristics . Thus , metonymy may be used non- referentially , as in , 

    2- Mary is just a pretty  face) 

 i.,e., Mary 's only worth is having a beautiful face  and both the ability to refer and the resulting ' 

stand- for'  relationship is also possible in the case of some metaphors , as in;- 

   3-There is the pig waiting 

whereby , 'pig' ,  means , the person who behaves like a pig ( i.,e., whose behavior is oppressive and 

nasty just as one may think a pig's behavior is )  cf . the more common predicative use of 'pig' in :- 

   4-John is a pig 

  Which means John is oppressive and nasty . In order to make up for these weaknesses , one 
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contends that metonymy is described a according to two parameters : (a) the nature of the 

relationship between the source and target domains , and (b) the kind of mapping process involved . 

Regarding the former , one argues that metonymy is always based on a domain – subdomain relation  

ship , where the main domain is referred to as the matrix domain    Crystal ( 1985: 29 ) defines 

metonymy as " a term used in Semantics and Stylistics , referred to as a figure of speech in which 

the name of an attribute of an entity is used in place of the entity itself " . People are using metonyms 

when they talk about the bottle ( for the drinking of  alcohol ) or the violins ( in the second violins 

are playing well  . Johnstone ( 2008 : 166 )  considers metonymy as a figurative of the thing , is 

substituted for the thing itself . 

 Moreover , Akmajian et al . ( 2000 : 378 ) put a condition for this phenomenon stating that :  

If one thing bears a very close association to another , the utterance is sometimes classified as a case 

of metonymy :  

5- the white house ( the president or staff ) denounced the agreement  

6- the Crown ( the monarch or staff ) issued a statement .  

7- I have read all of Chomsky ( Chomsky's works ) 

        Tyson ( 2006 : 338 ) explains metonymy in  a wider sense saying that metonymic concepts 

allow us to conceptualize one thing by means of its relation to something else . Consider the 

following example .   8-The ham sandwich in the next booth is waiting for his bill  

The question here , How can one understand this sentence ? . Clearly one can not interrupt it 

literally , since s\he is not implying that an actual sandwich is waiting to get its bill .One rather 

understand it to mean that the person who ordered the ham sandwich is waiting for the bill . In the 

particular context in which this sentence would be uttered , presumably a café or a restaurant , the 

person uttering the sentence would know that there was a close relationship between the thing 

ordered and the person who ordered it . Because this relationship is so obvious in the context , it is 

permissible to refer to the person by what s\he ordered . As a matter of fact , this might be the 

preferred way of referring to the person , because the people who wait for customers in a dinner 

typically do not learn the names of their customers, but they are well aware of what their customers 

ordered .   

 4-Pattern of Metonymy   

 There are different classifications for the patterns of metonymy due to different scholars . 

Among others , both Lakoff and Johnson ( 1980 : 16 ) and Fass ( 1991 : 201 ) divide metonymic 

expressions into several  fixed  patterns such as part - for-whole and container-for-content . The 

following sentence is a typical container-for-content metonymy and " this glass " is replaced with " 

the liquid in this glass " in its metronomic reading :  

   9-He drank this glass. 

 In general , based on intuitive analysis , one has established four major patterns , and several 
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sub-groups for the first pattern .  

 a-Locating :.   

   1-a- Container for content  

  10- Dave drank the glasses. 

  11- The kettle is boiling. 

 2- a- produce for product  

  12-He bought a ford. 

 13-He' s got a picaso in his room. 

 14- Ann read Steinbeck. 

 15- Ted played Bach. 

 16-He read mao. 

                                     ( Fauconnier and Turner , 1995 : 183 )  

 b-Emphasis of one aspect  

  17-We need a couple of strong bodies for our team.  

 18-There are a lot of good heads in the university . 

 c- Abstract Entity for content Entity  

19- Alice has raised its price again . 

20- Washington is in sensitive to the needs of the people.  

 d- Information conveyer for Information giver  

21- The T.V said it was very crowded at the festival .  

22-The sign said fishing was prohibited here .  

                                  ( Wilks and Farwell , 1990 : 188 )  

 Another classification for metonymic expressions is based on their domain . We have said  

earlier that metonymy is best described according to two parameters : ( the nature of the relationship 

between the source and the target domains , and the kind of mapping process involved) . Regarding 

the former , we argue that metonymy is always based on a domain – subdomain relationships , where 

the main domain is referred to as the matrix domain , and that thus two basic types of metonymy :  

                                          ( Dirven , 1993 : 1-21 )  

 1- one in which the source is the subdomain of the target which is labeled source-in- target 

metonymy  

23- The sax won't come today  

where , the sax , is a subdomain of the sax player   

 2- one in which the target is the subdomain of the source ( target- in-source ) metonymy  

24-  He always enjoys Shakespeare  

Whereby , Shakespeare is meant , his literary works which are a subdomain of our knowledge about 

the famous playwright ( Ruiz , 1997 : 161-178 ) .   
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 According to the scope of action , Panther and Thornburg ( 1999 : 333-57 ) put another 

classification for metonymy . They   distinguish  three main groups :  

 a-referential : A single concept stands for another  

25- She's been dating a farm hand .  

where 'hand' stands for ' worker'  

 b-predicative : a statement is used to refer to a different statement .  

26- I'll be brief  stands for " I will speak briefly "  

 c -illocutionary : one illocutionary type stands for another :  

27- I do not know where the bus stop is which stands for the question , where is the bus stop ?  

 As a result , it is acceptable to draw a distinction between low-level metonymies and high-

level metonymies . Low-level metonymies are those make use of non-generic idealized cognitive 

model in their activation . Within this group , two further subtypes can be distinguished ; 

propositional and situational . Propositional metonymies correspond to typical cases of metonymy 

where a concept stands for another in a domain-internal relationship . By way of illustration , 

consider the following :  

28- Tired faces all of them , some old , some young .  

29- Blufton smiled with pleasure , and kept searching for their                                             faces. 

                                              ( Lakoff , 1987: 97 )  

 In these sentences , one finds instantiations of the face for person mapping where  'face'  

which is the source domain , is a subdomain of , person , Regarding ( 28 ) ,  'face' is used to stand for 

people . This is possible on the basis of our experience that a  'person's tiredness is particularly 

evident on his\her face . Similarly , ( 29 ) is based on the fact that the face , over other body parts , 

provides the easiest way to recognize a person .  

 As far as the situational metonymies are concerned,  they mean a specific situation is used to 

stand for the larger event of which it forms part . For example :  

30-The poor dog left with its tail between its legs  

The scene of the dog leaving with its tail between its large activates the full picture of the dog being 

punished and leaving in the form described .  

 On the other hand , high-level metonymies are mappings which make direct use of generic , 

which are in turn abstractions over a number of non-generic concepts . It is this generic character 

that allows them to operate at non-lexical level and to underlie several grammatical phenomena 

( Kay and Fillmore , 1999 : 33 ) .  

 As is the case with low-level metonymies , this group can also be further subdivided into 

propositional and situational metonymies.The former operates in most cases of what may be called 

grammatical metonymy , i.e, metonymy which has consequences in terms of linguistic  structure . 

For example .  
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31-He hammered the nail into the wall  

                                                                ( Barcelona , 2000 : 31-58 ) .  

    5-Metonomy and Metaphor   

 Metonymy is sometimes confused with metaphor while metonymy is a type of association, 

metaphor is a type of comparison . Let's say .  

 32-Felix is a dream 

In this case , Felix is no more associated with dreams than one has. This sentence implies that Felix 

is like a dream in having all the good qualities one dreams of ( Groft , 1993 : 335 ) .  

 Hurford et al( 1983 : 30 ) notes that both metaphor and metonymy involve an absence , a 

kind of loss or lack : they are both stand-in for something being pushed aside , so to speak . the 

metaphor and metonymy occupy the stage , not the individuals whom these figures of speech 

represent .  

 By the same token , Johnstone ( 2008 : 166 ) admits that metonymy and metaphor create 

looser ties in the text , each provides one means by which the account orients .  

       Simon ( 1997 : 51 )  puts a figure illustrating continuum between metaphor and metonymy with 

many-correspondence metaphor and referential uses of metonymy occupying the end points :  

  One-Correspondence                         One-Correspondence  

  Metaphor                                        Metaphor  

( predicative uses )                           ( referential uses )      

*______________*___________*_________*___________________* 

Many-correspondence           metonymy                              Metonymy  

Metaphor              ( predicative uses )                   ( referential uses)  

6-Analysis  

Metonymy is best expressed in the Glorious Quran; in our analysis ,is the scene of the 

Judgment Day . Metonymy is used to describe Judgment Day in order properly to see the fact of that 

day that one can not see in our eyes directly . Many metonymies have been put to describe that Day 

by which one can realize that Day in our hearts and minds .  

Four models have been used to analyze the names of that Day  they are ; Lakoff and 

Fass( 1980 ) , Dirven ( 1993 ) , Panther and Thorn burg ( 1999 ) , and Lakoff  ( 1987 ) .  

It is worth mentioning that not all names can be analyzed applying all these models . In this 

analysis , the researcher uses the most common names of that Day , not all the names mentioned in 

the Glorious Quran . The following is a description for the metonymies of the Judgment Day . 

  ( Day of Judgment ) ٠َٛ اٌم١بِخ  -1

This name is mentioned many times in the Holy Quran , but it is enough to mention one 

ayah :  

َٓ اّللِّ دَذ٠ِث { ِِ ْٓ أصَْذَقُ  َِ َٚ  ِٗ خِ لاَ س٠َْتَ ف١ِ َِ ٌْم١ِبَ َِ ا ْٛ ُْ إٌَِٝ ٠َ ؼََّٕىُ َّ َٛ ١ٌَجَْ ُ٘      } ب  اّللُّ لا إٌِـََٗ إلِاَّ 
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 (78إٌسبء )   

Allah , there is no god 

But He : of a surety 

He will gather you together 

Against the Day of Judgment 

A bout which there is no doubt . 

And whose word can be 

Truer than Allah 's .          

( Ali : 212)                

      Judgment Day is the most common description for this Day which means it is the day in 

which Allah (جنم جلاننه) is the Judge and He will make a Trial to differentiate between people . This 

metonym can be analyzed according to Lakoff ( 1987 ) model in which    انمُاينتَنىو  is considered as 

high – level metonym that it makes a direct use of the generic .  This metonym is situational in the 

sense that it is described in certain contexts and conditions .  

  ( The Hour ) اٌسبػخ  -2

 It is found in the following ayah :  

}  َْ ُٕٛ ِِ َّٓ أوَْثشََ إٌَّبسِ لَا ٠ؤُْ ٌىَِ َٚ َٙب  َّْ اٌسَّبػَخَ ٢َر١ِخٌَ لاَّ س٠َْتَ ف١ِ  }إِ

 (5٘) غافس  

The Hour will certainly come 

Therein is no doubt :  

Yet most men believe not .  

( Ali: 1221  )  

" The Hour   "  is the metonym for the crown and consummation of man's life on this 

earth ,the gateway to the Hereafter . It is another metonym for Judgment which can be analyzed 

according to Panther and Thornburg ( 1999 ) model .  انسناعت can be expressed as a referential in 

which a single concept   انسناعت ( )  stands for ) َنىو انمُاينت ( ; they have the same denotations with 

different implications.   
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  ( Day of Resurrection ) ٠َٛ اٌجؼث  -3

 It is mentioned in :  

}  ْٛ ِ إٌَِٝ ٠َ ُْ فِٟ وِزبَةِ اللَّّ َْ ٌمَذَْ ٌجَثِْزُ ب َّ ٠ الِْْ َٚ  َُ ٍْ ؼِ ٌْ َٓ أُٚرُٛا ا لبَيَ اٌَّز٠ِ َٚ َْ ٛ ُّ ُْ لَا رؼٍََْ ُْ وُٕزُ ٌىََِّٕىُ َٚ ٌْجؼَْثِ  َُ ا ْٛ َٙزَا ٠َ ٌْجؼَْثِ فَ  }َِ ا

(  ٙ٘انسوو )   

But those enduced with Knowledge  

And faith will say .  

Indeed ye did tarry .  

Within Allah's Decree .  

To the Day of Resurrection ,   

And this is the Day  

Of Resurrection : but ye .  

Ye were not aware !  

( Ali : 1023 ) 

 a metonym of Judgment Day Which can be analyzed according to Lakoff and Fass َىو انبع 

( 1980 ) Model ; it can be expressed as locating which emphasizes  one aspect that Allah will return 

people and every thing back in that day . In addition , it can be analyzed situational high – level 

metonym according to Lakoff 's( 1987 ) model .   

 

  ( Last Day ) ا١ٌَٛ ا٢خش  -4

 In the following ayah :  

ُْ شُؼ١َْجب  فمَبَيَ ٠بَ لَ  { ُ٘ َٓ أخََب ذ٠َْ َِ إٌَِٝ  ا فِٟ الْْسَْضِ َٚ ْٛ لَا رؼَْثَ َٚ ََ ا٢ْخِشَ  ْٛ َ١ٌْ اسْجُٛا ا َٚ  َ َِ اػْجذُُٚا اللَّّ ْٛ 

 َٓ فْسِذ٠ِ ُِ{ 

 

( ٖٙانعُكبىث )  

To the Madyan ( people ) 

(We sent ) Their brother Shu' ayb 

Then he said : "O my people ! 

Serve Allah , and fear the Last 
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Day : nor commit evil 

On the earth , with in tent 

To do mischief . 

( Ali : 995 ) 

  Allah   ) جمّ جلانه (  describes the Judgment Day as the last day of the world in which man 

cannot do anything then . He will be sent to Allah to be judged . Accordingly , it is another picture 

by which Allah determine  that it is the last day of life . It is analyzed as  predicative in which    انُىو

  . is used to refer to that day اِخس 

 

  ( Day of Noise and Clamour ) اٌمبسػخ  -5

It is found in the following :  

ٌْمبَسِػَخُ ﴿ {  ب اٌْ 1ا َِ  }﴾ 2مبَسِػَخُ﴿﴾ 

(  ٕ-ٔ) انمازعت   

The Day of 

Noise and Clamour : 

What is the ( Day ) 

Of Noise and Clamour ?   

( Ali :1687 )  

 The Day of Noise and Clamour is the Day of Judgment , when the whole present order of 

things will be overthrown with a tremendous convulsion , in which every human deed will have its 

true and just consequences , as if weighed in the balance . It is analyzed as information conveyer for 

information giver , i . e . , its name  انمازعت gives the people a picture of that Day in which noise and 

clamour are heard .  

 

  ( Day of Resurrection ) ٠َٛ اٌخشٚج  -6

 It is found in the following ayah : 

ٌْخُشُٚجِ  { َُ ا ْٛ ٌْذَكِّ رٌَهَِ ٠َ ١ْذَخَ ثبِ َْ اٌصَّ ؼُٛ َّ ََ ٠سَْ ْٛ َ٠{ 

(  ٕٗ –)ق    

The Day when they will 
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Hear a ( mighty ) Blast 

In ( very ) truth : that 

Will be the Day 

Of Resurrection 

( Ali : 1354 )  

 – is another metonym for the Judgment Day that it could be analyzed as a high َنىو انخنسو   

level one . It makes direct use of generic . It is situational in the sense that it means leaving the first 

world in joining the last world . Additionally , it can be analyzed as target – in – source in which the 

target   )  َىو انخسو (  is the subdomain of the source  ) َىو انمُايت ( 

 

  ( Day of Decision ) ٠َٛ اٌفزخ  -7

 In the following :  

ٌْفَ  { ََ ا ْٛ َ٠ ًْ َْ لُ ُْ ٠ُٕظشَُٚ ُ٘ لَا  َٚ  ُْ ُٙ بُٔ َّ َٓ وَفَشُٚا إ٠ِ  }زْخِ لَا ٠َٕفغَُ اٌَّز٠ِ

( 5ٕانسجدة )  

Say :  " On the Day 

Of Decision , no profit 

Will it be to unbelievers 

If they ( then ) believe ! 

Nor Will they be granted 

A respite .  " 

( Ali:1052)  

 The name is metonym for the Judgment Day that it can be described as a predicative , i . e . , 

it is used to refer to that name in the sense that it expresses the main domain of that Day . It is the 

beginning for immortal life .  

  ( Overwhelming Day ) اٌغبش١خ  -8

 It is in the following : 

ٌْغَبش١ِخَِ  ﴿{ ًْ أرَبَنَ دَذ٠ِثُ ا ئزٍِ خَبشِؼَخٌ  ﴿1َ٘ َِ ْٛ جٌُٖٛ ٠َ ُٚ ٍخٌَ َّٔبصِجخٌَ ﴿2﴾  ِِ  }﴾3﴾ ػَب
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( ٖ-ٔانغاشُت )  

Has the story 

Reached thee , of 

The Ove whelming ( Event ) ? 

Some faces , that Day , 

Will be humiliated 

Labouring ( hard ) , weary . 

( Ali :1640 )  

 

 can be explained as the thing or event that overshadows or overwhelms , that covers انغاشنُت

over or makes people lose their senses . The Day of Judgment here is indicated as the event of 

overwhelming importance in which all our petty differences of this imperfect world are covered over 

and overwhelmed in a new world  of perfect justice and truth . Accordingly , it is locating the 

situation of that day in which it emphasizes  the aspect of terror and fear then .   

بفخ اٌص -9  ( Deafening Noise Day )  

 It is shown in the following ayahs : 

خُ ﴿ بخَّ ِٗ ﴿33} فئَرَِا جَبءدِ اٌصَّ ْٓ أخ١َِ ِِ شْءُ  َّ ٌْ ََ ٠فَشُِّ ا ْٛ َ٠ ﴾34﴿ ِٗ أث١َِ َٚ  ِٗ ِِّ أُ َٚ  ﴾35 ِٗ صَبدِجزَِ َٚ  ﴾ 

﴿ ِٗ ث١َِٕ َٚ36 ﴾{ 

(  ٖٙ-ٖٖعب  )   

At length , when there 

Comes the Deafening Noise - 

That Day shall a man 

Flee from his own brother , 

And from his mother 

And his father , 

And from his wife 

And his children . 
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( Ali : 1603 )  

 The Deafening Noise is another way to describe the setting of Judgment Day .Then, even 

those who were nearest and dearest in this life will not be able or willing to help each other on that 

awful Day . This metonymy is associated with the context relationship in which it describes making 

a great explosion , followed be a horrible state leading to escape . This picture is a metonym on 

crowdness and great fear , all these events describe the greatness of that Day and what will happen 

in .  

 

  ( Day of Distress ) ٠َٛ اٌذسشح  -10

 It is mentioned in the following ayah :  

ٌْذَسْشَحِ  { ََ ا ْٛ َ٠ ُْ ُ٘ أَٔزِسْ َٚ } َْ ُٕٛ ِِ ُْ لَا ٠ؤُْ ُ٘ َٚ ُْ فِٟ غَفٍْخٍَ  ُ٘ َٚ شُ  ِْ َٟ الَْْ  إرِْ لضُِ

(  5ٖيسَى )   

But warn them of the Day 

Of Distress , when 

The matter will be determined : 

For ( behold ) , they are negligent 

And they do not believe : 

( Ali: 752 )  

 has nothing except distress in which there is great regret and distress . It could be َنىو انحسنسة 

analyzed as locating which shows container –for – content , for it explains the state of people there 

and the content of that Day .  

  ( Day of Sorting Out ) ٠َٛ اٌفصً  -10

 It is in the following ayahs :  

ًُ ألُِّزذَْ  ﴿ { سُ إرَِا اٌشُّ ٍذَْ ﴿11َٚ ٍَ أجُِّ ْٛ َ٠ ِّٞ ًِ ﴿12﴾ لَِْ ٌْفصَْ َِ ا ْٛ َ١ٌِ ﴾13 َُ ْٛ ب ٠َ َِ ب أدَْسَانَ  َِ َٚ  ﴾ 

﴿ ًِ ٌْفصَْ َٓ ﴿14ا ث١ِ ىَزِّ ُّ ٍْ ئزٍِ ٌِّ َِ ْٛ َ٠ ًٌ ٠ْ َٚ   ﴾15﴾{ 

(  ٘ٔ-ٔٔانًسسلاث )   

And when the messengers 

Are ( all ) appointed a time 

( to collect ) 
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For what Day are these 

( portents ) deferred ? 

For the Day of sorting out 

And what will explain 

To thee what is 

The Day of sorting out ? 

Ah woe , that Day , 

To the Rejecters of Truth ! 

( Ali:1579 )  

 It is obvious that the meaning here is to separate between things ,i.e., in which good will then 

be separated from evil . And men who rejected Truth and flourished on Fallshood will find that in 

the world of Realities , they will be absolutely nowhere . Hence the refrain of the this surah ,  

Ah woe , that Day 

To the Rejecters of Truth ! " 

 It sounds like a dirge sin . It is described as a situational high – level metonym , for it 

describes what will happen in that situation .  

  ( the Event Invetible ) اٌٛالؼخ   -11

 It is in the following : 

الؼَِخُ { َٛ ٌْ لؼََذِ ا َٚ  }إرَِا 

(ٔانىالعت )  

When the Event Invetible 

Cometh to pass 

( Ali : 1408 )  

 It is another picture for the Judgment Day , it tries to show the near coming of that Day It can 

be analyzed as referential in the sense that it refers to the setting of that Day ; and this is the function 

of metonymy in which it tries to show the same name with different domains .  
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  ( Day that Is Drawing Near ) ا٢صفخ  -12

 It is mentioned in :-  

ِ وَبشِفخٌَ ﴿﴾ ٌَ 58} أصَِفذَْ ا٢ْصِفخَُ ﴿ ِْ اللَّّ ٓ دُٚ ِِ َٙب   ﴾{١ْ57سَ ٌَ

(  5٘ – 5٘انُجى )   

The ( Judgment ) ever 

Approaching 

Draws nigh :  

No ( soul ) but Allah 

Can lay it bare . 

( Ali: 1384 – 5 ) 

 It is called ( اِشفنت ) to indicate its near coming and the unbelievers are about to enter the 

Hell , wherein Hearts will come right up to throats to chocke . It is source – in – target that contains 

domain and subdomain and they both refer to the same Day with different associations . It is also 

predicative that it is used to predicate a noun ( Judgment Day ) .   

  ( Day of Account ) ٠َٛ اٌذسبة  -13

 It is in :  

ٌْذِسَبةِ { { َِ ا ْٛ َ٠ ًَ بَ لجَْ بَ لطَِّٕ ٌَّٕ ً بَ ػَجِّ لبٌَُٛا سَثَّٕ َٚ 

(  ٙٔ –) ص    

They say .  " Our Lord ! 

Hasten to us our sentence 

( Even ) before the Day 

Of Account !   "   

( Ali : 1164) 

  " Day of Account   "  is another metonym and another picture for the Judgment in that it is 

referential . It could be analyzed as noun referring to another noun , having the same denotation . It 

is a situational high – level metonym  in which it makes a direct use of generic .   

 

  ( Day of Mutual Lose ) اٌزغبثٓ   -14
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 It is mentioned in the following aya :- 

}  ِٓ َُ اٌزَّغَبثُ ْٛ غِ رٌَهَِ ٠َ ّْ ٌْجَ َِ ا ْٛ َ١ٌِ ُْ ؼُىُ َّ ََ ٠جَْ ْٛ َ٠{ 

(5انتغابٍ )  

The Day that He assembles 

You ( all ) for a Day 

Of Assembly – that will be 

A Day of mutual lose . 

( Ali  : 1478 )  

 The Day of Judgment will truly be   "  a Day of Mutual Lose and Gain  " as men who thought 

they were laying up riches will find themselves paupers in the Kingdom of Heaven . Men who 

thought they were acquiring good by wrong doing will find that their efforts were wasted . It is 

referential situational high – level metonym . It is referential in the sense that it refers to another 

noun having the same denotations ; on the other hand , it is situational in that it shows the scenes and 

contexts of that Day .   

  ( Day of Mutual Meeting ) ٠َٛ اٌزلاق  -15

 It is found in the following :-  

ََ اٌزَّلَاقِ  { ْٛ ِٖ ١ٌُِٕزِسَ ٠َ ْٓ ػِجبَدِ ِِ ٓ ٠شََبءُ  َِ ِٖ ػٍََٝ  شِ ِْ ْٓ أَ ِِ ٚحَ  ٍْمِٟ اٌشُّ ٌْؼَشْشِ ٠ُ سَجَبدِ رُٚ ا   {سَف١ِغُ اٌذَّ

( ٘ٔغافس )  

Raised high above ranks 

( or  degrees ) . 

( He is ) the Lord 

Of the throne ( of authority ) : 

By His command doth He . 

Send the spirit ( of inspiration ) 

To any of His servants 

He please , that it may 
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Warn ( men ) of the Day 

Of  Mutual Meeting  

( Ali : 1209 ) 

It that Day , all men will meet together and meet their Lord , no matter how far scattered , 

they may have been in death . It is illocutionary in the sense that it stands for that Day .  

By the same token , it is a situational high – level metonym that it denotes the situations of that Day .  

 

  ( Day where there will be a mutual calling ) ٠َٛ اٌزٕبد  -16

 It is in :  

بَدِ  ﴿ ََ اٌزَّٕ ْٛ َ٠ ُْ َِ إِِّٟٔ أخََبفُ ػ١ٍََْىُ ْٛ ٠بَ لَ َٚ ٓ ٠ضٍُِْ 32}  َِ َٚ  ٍُ ْٓ ػَبصِ ِِ  ِ َٓ اللَّّ ِِّ ب ٌىَُُ  َِ  َٓ ذْثش٠ِِ ُِ  َْ ٌُّٛ َٛ ََ رُ ْٛ َ٘بدٍ﴿﴾ ٠َ  ْٓ ِِ ب ٌَُٗ  َّ ُ فَ  }﴾ 33ًِ اللَّّ

(  ٖٖ – ٕٖ) غافس     

 

And O my people ! 

I fear for you a Day 

When there will be 

Mutual calling ( and wailing ) 

A Day when ye 

Shall turn your backs 

And flee : no defender 

Shall ye have from Allah : 

Any whom Allah leaves 

To stray , there is non 

To guide …  

( Ali :1214)  

 Mutual Calling Day is the Judgment Day of which three features are here referred to (1) 

people may wail and call to each other , but no one can help another : each one will have his 
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own judgment to face ; (2) the wicked will then be driven to Hell from the Judgment seat ; and (3) 

there will be no one to help , or intercede , because the grace and guidance of Allah had already been 

rejected . But the words are perfectly general , and are applicable to all stages at which the wrath of 

Allah is manifest .       

 

  ( The Great Overwhelming Event ) اٌطبِخ  -17

 It appears in the following ayahs :-  

تُ انْكُبْسَي ﴿ { ٌُ يَا سَعًَ ﴿ٖٗفحَذَِا جَاءثِ انطَّايَّ َسَا سُ الْإِ شَثِ ٖ٘﴾ َىَْوَ َتَرََكَّ  انْجَحُِىُ  ﴾  وَبسُِّ

ٍ َسََي ﴿ ًَ  ﴾ {ٖٙنِ

(  ٖٙ – ٖٗ) انُاشعاث   

Therefore , when there comes 

The great , over whelming ( Event ) 

The Day when man 

Shall remember ( all ) 

That he strove fore 

And Hell – Fire shall be 

Placed in full view 

For ( all ) to see 

( Ali: 1596 ) 

The Judgment Day is the time of sorting out all things according to their true , intrinsic , and 

eternal values .  

The Judgment will not be only for his acts but for his motives ,  " all he strove for  " . In this life he 

may forget his ill – deeds , but in the new conditions he will not only remember them , but the fire of 

punishment will be plainly visible to him , and not only to him , but it will be  " for all to see  " . This 

will add to the sinner's humiliation . This metonymy is put to make evidence and it is a name for that 

Great Day in which man can not realize easily . It is a situational high – level metonym that it makes 

a direct use of the generic  ) َنىو انمُاينت ( . At the same time , it is referential in the sense that it refers to 

the over  whelming event happening in that Day .  

  ( The Sure Truth ) اٌذبلخ  -18

 It is mentioned in the following ayahs :  
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ٌْذَبلَّخُ ﴿ ٌْذَبلَّخُ ﴿1}ا ب ا َِ ٌْذَبلَّخُ ﴿2﴾  ب ا َِ ب أدَْسَانَ  َِ َٚ  ﴾3}﴾ 

(  ٖ-ٔانحالت )   

The sure Reality 

What is the sure Reality ? 

And what will make 

Thee realize what 

The Sure Reality is ? 

( Ali:1516) 

 means the event that must inevitably come to pass ; the state in which all falsehood and انحالنت  

presence will vanish , and the absolute truth will be laid bare . This metonymy could be analyzed as 

referential situational high – level one as it makes a direct use of the full scene of that Day and its 

contexts and events .  

   ( Day of Testimony ) ا١ٌَٛ اٌّشٙٛد  -19

 It is found in the ayah : 

ْٓ خَبفَ  َّ َّْ فِٟ رٌَهَِ ٠٢خَ  ٌِّ ُٙٛدٌ {}إِ شْ َِّ  ٌَ ْٛ رٌَهَِ ٠َ َٚ ُ إٌَّبسُ  ٛعٌ ٌَّٗ ُّ جْ َِّ  ٌَ ْٛ  ػَزَاةَ ا٢خِشَحِ رٌَهَِ ٠َ

(  ٖٓٔهىب )  

In that is a sign 

For those who fear 

The penalty of the Here after : 

That is a Day for which mankind 

Will be gathered together : 

That will be a Day 

Of testimony 

( Ali: 538 )  

 It is a Day when testimony will be given before Allah's Judgment seat , by all who are 

Relevant witnesses , e. g . , prophets that preached , the men or women were benetified or injuried , 
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it is a Day that will be witnessed , i . e . , seen by all , no matter how or where they died . It is 

another dimension by which Judgment Day could be translated . It emphasizes  the aspect of 

showing the greatness of that Day .   

  ( Dreadful Day ) ا١ٌَٛ اٌؼظ١ُ  -20

 It is shown in the following :  

َٟ أخََ  ٍٗ غ١َْشُُٖ إِِّٔ ْٓ إٌِـَ ِِّ ب ٌىَُُ  َِ  َ َِ اػْجذُُٚاْ اللَّّ ْٛ ِٗ فمَبَيَ ٠بَ لَ ِِ ْٛ ٍْٕبَ ُٔٛدب  إٌَِٝ لَ ٍُ {} ٌمَذَْ أسَْسَ ٍَ ػَظ١ِ ْٛ ُْ ػَزَاةَ ٠َ  بفُ ػ١ٍََْىُ

(   5٘الأعساف )   

We sent Noah to his people . 

He said :  " O my people ! 

Worship Allah ! ye have 

No other god but Him . 

I fear for you the punishment 

Of a dreadful Day ! 

( Ali: 361 )  

 is another metonymy for the Judgment Day , it tries to show the greatness of that انُنىو انع نُى 

Day . It could be analyzed as referential in the sense that it refers to a specific Day , and both have 

the same denotations . Additionally , it could be analyzed as locating , conveying information for 

information given ; accordingly it is another form for the Judgment Day . 

  ( Day of Judgment )  ٠َٛ اٌذ٠ٓ  -21

 It appears in the following :  

} } ِٓ ٠ َِ اٌذِّ ْٛ بٌهِِ ٠َ َِ 

(ٗانفاتحت )  

 

Master of the Day of Judgment 

( Ali: 14 ) 

 is another description or metonymy giving the reality of that Day . It is referential in َنىو انندٍَ 

the sense that it stands for )َنىو انمُاينت(        Although they are different in form , they have the same 

denotations and both are associated with facts and events of that Day . In addition , it is an abstract  

entity  for that Day in particular .  

  ( Day of Eternal Life )    ٠َٛ اٌخٍٛد -22

 It is in the following ayah : 
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ٌْخٍُُٛدِ { { َُ ا ْٛ ٍَ رٌَهَِ ٠َ َ٘ب ثسَِلَا  ادْخٍُُٛ

 (ٖٗق ) 

" Enter ye ther in 

In peace and security ; 

This the Day 

Of Eternal life !   "   

                                 (Ali:1352) 

 This is another name describing the Judgment Day , it is illocutionary in the sense that 

eternity stands for that Day and it is one of its characteristics . By the same token , it could be 

analyzed as a situational high – level metonymy which makes direct use of the generic that it stands 

for Great Day , the Judgment Day . 

  ( Day of Warning ) ٠َٛ اٌٛػ١ذ  -23

 It is found in : 

ػ١ِذِ { َٛ ٌْ َُ ا ْٛ ٛسِ رٌَهَِ ٠َ ٔفُخَِ فِٟ اٌصُّ َٚ { 

 ( ٕٓق )  

And the Trumpet 

Shall be blown : 

That will be the Day 

Whereof Warning .  

( Ali: 1349 )  

 It is another aspect of Judgment Day ; it gives information about that Day . At the same time; 

it is referential which stands for another name , and illocutionary in the sense that it stands for 

another illocutionary force which is  ) َىو انمُايت(    

  ( Day of Assembly ) ٠َٛ اٌجّغ  -24

د١ََْٕ { ْٚ وَزٌَهَِ أَ ِٗ فش٠َِكٌ َٚ غِ لَا س٠َْتَ ف١ِ ّْ ٌْجَ ََ ا ْٛ رُٕزِسَ ٠َ َٚ َٙب  ٌَ ْٛ ْٓ دَ َِ َٚ ٌْمشَُٜ  ََّ ا ؼ١ِشِ { ب إ١ٌَِْهَ لشُْآٔب  ػَشَث١ِبّ  ٌِّزُٕزِسَ أُ فش٠َِكٌ فِٟ اٌسَّ َٚ ٌْجََّٕخِ   فِٟ ا

(  5ٔ) ان ىزي    

Thus have we sent 
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By inspiration to thee 

An Arabic Quran : 

That thou mayest warn 

The Mother of Cities 

And all around her - 

And warn ( them ) of 

The Day of Assembly , 

Of which there is no double : 

( when ) some will be 

In the Garden , and some 

In the Blazing Fire 

( Ali :1247 )  

 is the day in which people are grouped togather to be judged . As an analysis , it  َنىو انجًن 

could be considered as a situational high – level metonymy as it describes the settings of that Day 

and states of people then .  

  

7-Conclusions 

        The researcher has arrived at the following conclusions:- 

 1-Metonymy is a method of naming or identifying 

     something by mentioning something else which is a component part or 

     symbolically linked. 

 2-More specifically, metonymy is a replacive relationship that is the 

     basis for a number of conventional expressions occurring in any 

      language 

 3-Judgment Day names can be considered as different metonymies that 

       give different denotations. 

 4-Most Judgment metonymies are situational in the sense that they refer 

     to a particular situation; the situation of Judgment Day. 
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 5-At the same time ,they are high-level metonymies that they all to a 

     high event and a holly situation and they make use of the generic. 

6-Some of them are referential that they refer to one situation and event 

    and this is the function of metonymy. 

7-Some of the names are predicative ,illocutionary, giving information, 

     and producer for product.  
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